JOIN THE
YOUNG
STORAGE
NETWORK
The SSA UK are recruiting for the Young Storage Network –
previously known as the Young Leaders Group.

YSN VISION

This is an exciting opportunity to be part of a dynamic group
of young people that help shape the future of the Self Storage
Association and the sector.

To encourage the growth of young
people in the self storage industry
through networking and professional
development.

We currently have nearly 100 members and there is no cost to
join. As long as you are under 40 and working in the industry,
then this group is for you. Not only for owners of self storage
businesses, but for frontline staff, suppliers, financiers or anyone
with an interest in the industry. Membership is on an individual
not business base so one business can have multiple people as
part of the group. Governed by its own board, it is an official
working group of the SSA UK.
Members meet 2-3 times a year, but outside of this, most of the
networking takes place in Slack groups where the network share
best practice, gain insight into other companies experiences and
knowledge base, or simply ask questions.
We are seeking more members from across the industry
representing large, small, independent and supplier members.
This is your opportunity to contribute to the one of the fastest
growing sectors in the UK. If you want to be involved – we want
to hear from you! Apply for membership now!

YSN MISSION IS TO:
• Increase the number of young
people engaged with the
Association
• Attract more buy in from employers
to support the network
• Engage members through personal
and online methods
• Provide training programmes
specifically targeting new entrants
and young people
• Increase awareness and use of
technology in the industry

Visit https://www.ssauk.com/membership/ysn/ to download
and complete an application form.
Alternatively, contact Hannah Speed at SSA UK:
hspeed@ssauk.com, 07539 969841 or 01270 623150.

“The YSN is a great way to meet
people and network, to share ideas and
to be a part of shaping the future of the storage
industry. It is also great for my personal development
too as I am constantly learning new ways of working and
best practice from my fellow networkers which I am able
to incorporate into my working day”

“The YSN is a fantastic opportunity to
bring together some of the most enthusiastic and
forward-thinking individuals across the storage industry
in Europe. We share ideas, thoughts and often, troubles and
struggles. The YSN is there to help and nurture talent from all
sectors of the industry whether supplier, small operator or those
working in large organisations”

Toni Hodges-Moore
Stock N Lock

Paul Whittaker
SureStore
“The YSN has given me the tools
to grow into the industry and the
support to make it happen”
Timothy Brant-Coles
Brant Self Storage & Removals

